
Final Runaround 
 
Bames Jond is on the move with the heirloom, scurrying along Front Street. You want 
to help Arrow chase him, but you know deep down that even if you catch up Jond 
completely overwhelms you. The only solution then, is to stay behind and collect as 
much power as you can so that you might be able to face him head-on. It is said that 
the five ancient historic sites are brimming with energy. 
 
 

Heating Station (Gasoline Station) 
 
Once you arrive you notice that natural gas hisses behind you. You spy two formidable 
tanks of gasoline. The one on the left is 40’’ tall; the one on the right is only 37’’ tall but 
has more firepower, as you can see from red signs on both tanks on the front and on 
the left side. You need all the firepower you can muster, so you absorb both into your 
weapon. 
 
__  __  __  __ 
 
Meanwhile on the left, a giant rectangular storage container could prove useful for your 
power when you gather more. Looking back at the tanks and then to the right, there is 
an ancient text scrawled in tiny font. One word reads warning. 
 

Health Center 
 
Going through the Fisher theater gate, you decide to avoid the rickety wooden bridge 
further ahead so you turn right immediately. There is a sign placed at the rain garden. 
You feel the life at the garden rejuvenating myself. But there is a sinister word in 
ancient script on the bottom of the sign: infiltration. 
 



 
You continue toward the health center. Normally healthy people enter through the main 
entrance, but you are a sick, vengeful man. You snake around to the back towards the 
parking lot. Behind the health center you hear the sound of a generator. You peer 
closer and see that it is a piece of power equipment. It hums with electricity, an ample 
energy source. You absorb the electric power printed on the lower left.  
 
__  __  __ 
 
Before you leave, you see that the world aerial is printed in ancient script on the 
generator. 
 
 

Data Center 
 
From the doors of Jeremiah Smith you take a path along the north of campus behind 
Wheelwright and sneak pass three doors embedded in a brick wall. To their right lie 
two green hulks of metal. The short, stout one on the left is your friend. You absorb the 
electric power printed on the left side. 
 
__  __  __  __ 
 
Continuing to the data center, you get to the main entrance, marked by traditional red 
Exonian plaque and a paper on the door listing the hours. You are not interested in this 
paper. You are interested in the sign behind it, taped onto the transparent door left of 
the copy request pick-up. Reading the piece of paper marked by a upwards arrow, you 
wonder why the word room is in ancient script.   



Dennen Power Lines™ 
 
While most have never heard of Dennen Power Lines™, they have played an 
instrumental part in making sure everything in Exeter runs smoothly for many, many 
years. To get to Dennen HQ, you go down Eliot Street from Front Street until you get to 
the second-story window that seems like it’s being blocked by a white picket fence. 
 
You walk forward until you find the pole that fades from light to dark. Sketched on the 
pole are three digits, all in yellow background although not on the same line. These 
form the power rating, which you immediately absorb. 
 
__  __  __ 
 
 

Dining Hall 
 
The next stop is Elm Dining Hall. Here your ancestors have been replenished for 
generations. But today you are not hungry for food. You are hungry for the blood of 
Agent OOT. So you go around to the back in the parking lot. To the left a gigantic 
yellow generator, a hulk of a rectangular box that whirrs. 
 
You read the ancient text on the bottom, making out a substring: cover. You think this 
humongous generator yield vast power, but in reality it might be one of the useless 
energy sources so far. Nevertheless, you must absorb everything you can get. 
 
__  __  __ 
   



Realization 
 
Aerial infiltration room! Suddenly it all makes sense. Going to the historical sites of your 
ancestors has revealed a deep and troubling truth about your whole journey. Hundreds 
of year ago the Arrows performed an aerial infiltration of John Phillips’ room to steal his 
most valuable possession. The Arrows then rewrote history to paint the Phillips as the 
thieves. So all in all this means that the Arrow heirloom is actually the Phillips heirloom! 
 
You now know your destiny. You know what you must do in this moment. For Bames 
Jond is running away with his rightful possession and Arrow is trying to steal it again! 
But one question remains. In the time that you had been exploring, where did Jond and 
Arrow run off to? You decide to input your total power increase into a scrying glass to 
find out: https://bit.ly/2rUrBra. But right before you do, you raise the power to the fifth 
power so that you may fight Arrow better. 
 
With your newfound power you dash off to your final destination to kill Arrow and end 
this power struggle between these two families once and for all. 

https://bit.ly/2rUrBra

